
College Leadership Team 
Minutes 

May 25, 2011 
 

Present - Larry Daniel, Jeff Cornett, Karen Patterson, John Kemppainen, Cathy O’Farrell, Marsha 
Lupi, Claire Torres, John Ouyang, Newton Jackson and Jennifer Kane. 
 
Call to Order - The meeting was called to order at 9:35 a.m. 
 
Minutes – The minutes of the April 27, 2011, meeting were approved with the correction of 
Sejal Parikh’s name.  
 
Shari Shuman, Vice President of Administration Finance 
After introductions, Shari gave an update on her units. She is visiting with all the chairs at their 
chairs’ meetings and asking each College if they have concerns from any of her departments.    
Concerns and compliments were raised and the issues that Shari said she’d look into are:   
 

• The Grants & ESDE’s suite doors have never worked on lockdown   
• Request a speedier approval process for administrative access to computers   
• Sharing athletics with recreation and physical education – soundproofing (rooms 150 & 

153) & space needed for new faculty member in arena 
• Copier contracts are more expensive in our College compared to other colleges 
• State required 9 credit hours for summer - advanced placement coursework is no longer 

exempt - needs to be circulated for exemptions 
 

Shari gave an overview of the budget.  The picture is good for now, not bright, but we are 
managing.  We have reallocated monies to keep from having layoffs but unfortunately no 
raises.  Human Resources will be sending information to employees about the 3% retirement 
reduction.  The concern is next year’s budget (no more federal stimulus money, economy didn’t 
rebound and a new governor) resulting in no replacement monies.  They are looking at 
increasing tuition by 15%. They are also looking at giving bonuses for the lowest paid 
employees to compensate for the 3% retirement reduction. 
 
The dean mentioned that we appreciate the efforts but the realities are that we will be 4 
fulltime faculty shorter this year than last year yet we have 5 or 6% higher enrollment. Also, the 
non-recurring adjunct funds got cut this year so we are being asked to do more with fewer 
resources.  This is putting pressure on the units with less money and fewer positions, making it 
more difficult for academic units. Faculty morale is really starting to suffer.  Shari was 
sympathetic and understands they are asking more with less but hopefully things will change 
when the economic climate improves.  
 
Announcements - Marsha Lupi gave an update on the June 7th retirement celebration for John 
Venn, Michael Ramsey-Smith & Pritchy Smith.  So far we have 60 RSVPs and we’ve made a slide 
show with music.  Marsha requested that Karen Patterson & Jeff Cornett designate someone to 



make remarks about their retiree.  There will be a cash bar and hot and cold h'ordeuvres.  
Chairs should have 1 person make a 5 – 7 minute remark about each retiree. 
 
Website Discussion - Marsha said we should be making decisions about what we all want on 
our website and she will resend a checklist with what we’ve highlighted.  Chairs should look at 
the website and highlight what absolutely needs to be there.   
 
Hiring of ETC Coordinator - We’ve hired Nicholas Eastham who is coming from the University of 
Colorado at Greeley and is in the dissertation stage of his doctorate.  His references are 
fabulous.  He is scheduled to arrive July 6.  He will meet with each chair about what they want 
on the website. You’ll be hearing from Linda or Deirdre about scheduling these meetings. 
 
Matrices and Justifications for New Hires and Previous Hires Teaching Different Courses - 
Marsha Lupi reminded the chairs that because we approve someone to teach a certain course 
doesn’t mean they are appropriate for another course.  We’ve had a few incidents because of 
this and Marsha has had to write justifications.  Your department needs to write the matrices 
and justifications.  Larry Daniel added that we’ve been getting the contracts at the last minute 
and it puts the person in a difficult spot.    
 
Professor in Residence Applications – Larry Daniel said we have 4 well structured applications. 
Cathy O’Farrell & Larry Daniel have looked at these applications and we would like feedback 
from the College Leadership Team before we approve these.  Cathy O’Farrell gave an overview 
of the applicants and what the schools are looking for.  Send your feedback to the whole 
leadership team and share how it fits the goals of your unit. 
 
Cathy O’Farrell added that she has 2 new clinical faculty to teach field since Denise & Vicki 
matriculated off. The 2 new people will start in the fall and they are Theresa Wilcox from 
Paterson Elementary in Clay County and Leigh Ann Houston who comes to us from Duval 
County’s West Riverside Elementary.   
 
Enrollment Management – John Kemppainen looked at summer B and we are only lacking in 
upper division yet fine with the other levels - we expected this. John gave a heads up that 
yesterday’s figures reflected the purges since Monday was the last day to pay. Over 600 
students were purged for non-payment and most were from Arts & Sciences, not Education.   
 
Resources for Visiting Faculty and Adjunct Course Coverage – Larry Daniel provided handouts 
showing 3 matrices of information. One shows how many courses were taught by adjuncts.  
Summer is 50/50 coverage.  Are we offering the right number of courses for the resources we 
have?  The dean tried to be accurate but if it is less than accurate, let him know and we will fix 
it.  On another, we looked at staffing patterns to show where we were this past year and what 
is committed to the budget for this coming year. We also looked at visiting positions and 
continuation possibilities. A discussion ensued about departments needs for course coverage. 
 



Larry Daniel suggested that each department gets 1 position even though everyone needs 2.  
We have a shortage of 4 positions with a loss of $80,000 in adjunct money.  We have 4 visiting 
positions that we know we can fund.  The group discussed their options.  Larry Daniel will talk 
to the provost about reevaluating class sizes. 
 
Everyone agreed to 1 position to each department.  It should be a position on the list.  Chairs 
will let the dean know what they want to do and go ahead and inform that person if they wish 
to continue that person.  John Ouyang suggested cutting course offerings for fall.  The dean will 
go to the provost with this. It was brought to the dean’s attention that the adjunct numbers 
were not accurate so the dean will have Tiffany recheck them.  Larry Daniel will verify adjunct 
numbers.  There are no more adjustments that we are able to make. Larry Daniel will go back to 
the provost this summer with the positions we want to go forward with.   
 
Marsha will follow up with Linda to see if we are getting paid for course releases.     
 
Sponsored Credit and Graduate Program Planning – The University, through Len Roberson 
wants to offer some graduate programs via sponsored credit arrangements rather than 
including this in our regular FTE. We identify a group of people we wish to serve and set it up on 
an entrepreneurial basis.  There are several options.  Bob Wood in Continuing Education will 
work with units on campus with marketing.  John Kemppainen and Larry Daniel talked about 
working with Caribbean nations.  We could determine the amount of tuition, set it up as a 
business and work with Bob Wood and have the profits come back to us and Bob’s unit.  Or do 
we want to do this Special Ed sponsored credit online?  The dean needs general feedback on 
this.  What are the goals of UNF?  The goal is to generate revenue back to UNF and how much 
comes back to us?  They discussed this and will readdress this item at the next meeting. The 
provost and Len Roberson are very interested in doing this and they would handle the logistics. 
We will continue this item at the next meeting so it will need to be added to the next agenda. 
 
Larry Daniel reminded the chairs to get back with him to make a commitment to the 1 position 
Karen Patterson said ESDE commits to Debbie Reed. Chairs were reminded to provide feedback 
on Professor in Residence applications. 
 
Adjournment – The meeting adjourned at 11:55 a.m.    


